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We are pleased to announce the publication of our
third issue on Global Cities. After a long and
overwhelming journey of discussions and debates
coupled with careful consideration and much
deliberation, we realized that nothing could
replace the theme of ‘Global Cities’ for our latest
issue. We looked around and found a global
dormancy prevailing outside, in all corners, in all
cities and we said to ourselves, "Why not bring the
world together through this issue?" After all, if
disease and decay can set people apart, it is writing
that can bring them together, if only for a brief
moment. 

Through this issue, our intent was to undertake an
independent study of some specific cities across
the world which our team of writers and poets
found interesting. With the publication of the issue
today, we could say that our team did try its best
to explore different cities, to put them together
into Issue 03 of October-November, 2020 and yet,
the cities didn’t fail to surprise us. No matter how
much we tried to contain and produce them here,
they transcended the boundaries set by us.
Therefore, through this issue, we bring you the
fluidity of cities; although they are unique in their
own ways, some share the common goal of
combating climate change for instance, whereas
others are together in ensuring a sustainable living
for their citizens. 

Moving forward with the same thought, Issue 03
brings impressive articles written by our best
writers, beautiful poems about Seoul, Tokyo,
Delhi, Kochi and many other cities beautifully
articulated by our young and talented poets and,
evocative photographs captured by our
professional photographers. Together, our team
has worked incessantly to make this issue possible.
We really hope that our audience is able to connect
with it, as much as we do. 

And, if you haven’t read our previous issue yet, we
would urge you to go back to Issue 02 on Crisis in
India and check out the articles on diverse kinds of
crises existing in India, written by our previous
batch of writers.
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A city residing on the banks of Sabarmati River, Ahmedabad is the largest

city and former capital of the State of Gujarat with the population of five

million which makes it the fifth-most populous city of India. It is a city

which is an amalgamation of rich culture, traditions and entrepreneurial

befalling. With a G.D.P of $68 billion in 2017, Ahmedabad originated as an

important industrial and economic hub in India as well as in Southeast

Asia. This former capital of Gujarat became a vital contributor in the

economy of India since the British Raj, but the city's economy skyrocketed

with the emergence of New Economic Policy of Liberalisation,

Privatisation and Globalisation. However, the city has also witnessed its

share of debacle. After the abolishment of the Mughal empire and the rise

of the Maratha, the city faced many obstacles in trade. According to a

book called 'Shahernama', instability originated in the later years of the

reign of Aurangzeb when the Marathas started looting the city to finance

their own kingdom. Later after the abolishment of Mughals, the city was

ruled by two parties/clans – the Peshwas and the Gaekwads which created

havoc in the state with the rise of corruption and unnecessary taxes on

trade. The book also draws light on the enmity of Marathas against the

muslim families. Many scholars believe that Marathas tried to destroy

Muslim heritage and culture by compelling them to leave the city. With

superfluous taxes and bureaucratic corruption, Ahmedabad was on the

verge of financial ruins but all these gloomy affairs started to fade out

with the arrival of the East India Company and the colonial government.

Discussed in this article: 

Rapid Urbanisation and better working opportunities helped the city
expand its literacy rate from 79.82% to 89.62% in the 2011 census. 

A H M E D A B A D :  A  M A N C H E S T E R  I N
I N D I A

BY  K A R T I K E Y  B A L I

"A book called
Shahernama draws
light on the enmity of
Marathas against the
muslim families. Many
scholars believe that
Marathas tried to
destroy Muslim
heritage and culture by
compelling them to
leave the city."
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The local elites of the city of Ahmedabad welcomed

the British Administration in 1818 and developed a

collaboration with the government on a ‘quid pro

quo’ basis i.e. on a ‘favor for a favor’ basis. 

"The local elites of the city of
Ahmedabad welcomed the British
Administration in 1818 and developed
a collaboration with the government
on a ‘quid pro quo’ basis i.e. on a
‘favor for a favor’ basis."

British administration's strong emphasis on

Science, technology, education and women rights

were adapted by the locals instantly. During the

reign of the colonial government, the textile

industries emerged as the most prominent industry

of the city. On 30th May 1861, Ranchhodlal

Chhotalal founded Ahmedabad Spinning and

Weaving Company Limited which was the first

textile industry in the country (popularly known as

Shahpur Mills). With the help of the harvesting

conditions for cotton, the textile industries

skyrocketed in the city and helped establish itself

as the Manchester of India. In the inceptive years

of the 20th century, the industry demonstrated a

failure in profit-making but soon received the

indispensable momentum from the First World War

and of course, from the Swadeshi Movement.

With more than fifty textile industries, Ahmedabad

is still known as the Manchester of India and as one

of the largest exporters of Denim in the world.

Arvind Mills of Ahmedabad is one of the three

largest exporters of Denim in the World. 

When a city or a country has a stronghold on a

fixed domain, it becomes difficult to find

diversification, but this is not the case with

Ahmedabad. With eye-catching textile industries,

Ahmedabad is one of those few cities which has

been able to diversify into

different sectors and industrial domains. A city

with a GDP of over $60 billion, it also has a leading

pharmaceutical and chemicals industry. Country's

two biggest pharmaceutical companies – Zydus

Cadila and Torrent Pharmaceuticals – are located

in Ahmedabad. 

The city also serves as the headquarters of the

Adani Group. To be accurate, this paradigm shift

happened with the ‘New Economic Policy of 1991’

which resulted in boosting the tertiary sector of the

city. Infrastructure and economic facilities had

progressed rapidly in the city of Ahmedabad which

resulted in the migration of individuals from

different cities and rural areas to Ahmedabad in

order to attain a life full of opportunities. 

Ahmedabad is steadily emerging as an IT and

commercial hub in the country which also hosts

many automobile industries. Rapid Urbanisation

and better working opportunities helped the city

expand its literacy rate from 79.82% to 89.62% in

the 2011 census. Moreover, it also became one of

the hundred smart cities of India. The city is one of

the largest consumers of electricity in the country

and yet, what is interesting is that its renewable

practices help in sustaining the city. 

The government of Ahmedabad has initiated many

projects to sustain electricity, preserve water and

balance the ecological conditions of the

environment. For example, the Bus Rapid Transit

System which started in 2009 provides low-carbon

public transport system for the city and the Sardar

Sarovar Dam supplies four states with drinking

water and electricity. The city also installed smart

water meters which helped in preserving and

managing water in a more sustainable way. 

The city of Ahmedabad works as an accurate and

most logical case to understand how a city can

achieve economic growth and sustainable expansion

by undertaking environment-friendly and

entrepreneurial practices to achieve good quality of

life and growth opportunities for its citizens.
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M I G R A N T  I N T E G R A T I O N  I N  D E L H I

BY  M U S K A N  M O H A N

Illustration by Muskan Mohan

Discussed in this article: 

The migrants integrated themselves into Delhi, but it seems that Delhi
couldn't. The failure of Delhi to reciprocate love has cost financial troubles
for migrants. 

Is the capital city only capable of loving her own residents, or can she open her arms with love for all those

who come to her, either as a tourist or as a migrant? Migrant integration is undoubtedly a two-way process

which includes integrating migrants into social, economic, political and cultural spheres of the society while

the migrants in turn accept and build a community together with the host communities. To ensure maximum

migrant integration in Delhi, or anywhere across the world, social inclusion and social cohesion are very

important. The former concept refers to promoting inclusion of migrant participation in economic, social,

political and cultural areas directly by providing them with opportunities to grow, access to resources, right

to express themselves, and most importantly, incorporating their needs in the policy making process. 
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The latter concept ensures that the society works

towards promoting trust and well-being of its

citizens, preventing discrimination and ensuring

mutual understanding among all.

Delhi’s beautiful and historical architecture that

attracts tourists from all over the globe is only one

reason out of the many for people’s visit to the city.

However, the reason why Delhi’s population has

been growing at such a high rate is due to inter-

state migration. In 2016, due to increase in the

number of migrants in Delhi, the population grew

by 33%, meaning that 300 out of every 1000

people a day were migrants. People migrate to

Delhi in search of economic and life support

through job opportunities. Delhi, being a relatively

developed city in comparison to other Indian cities,

has created a demand for labour which is supplied

by backward areas. Industrial development creates

a pull by generating hope of better employment

among the people thus leading to migration, if not

actually providing them with employment.

Education is also one of the most important factors

responsible for such a large influx of population

into Delhi. Increase in the proportion of women

migrants is attributed to marriage. But the real

question is, whether the hopes of a better society

and equal treatment are realized for the migrants

coming to the capital city. It is rightly said that the

true nature of man can only be witnessed during a

crisis. It is easy to help the needy when times are

favourable but real help is one which is provided

during a situation of crisis. The discriminating

healthcare policy of the Delhi Government

announced during the pandemic showcased that

migrants are treated differently and harshly as

compared to those being native to the city. Chief

Minister Arvind Kejriwal’s policy announced that

10,000 beds that come under Delhi Government-

run hospitals i.e. all government and private

hospitals in Delhi would only treat Delhi residents

till Covid-19 cases are contained. He mentioned

that the hospitals under the Union Government

would be available for all. 

However, one needs to understand that any Chief

Minister of a city has no jurisdiction over Union

Government hospitals. Ironically, the government

who got a thumping majority by declaring its

agenda of providing access to medical facilities to

all, now introduces biased health policy. Moreover,

such policies only indicate how Delhi has failed in

its attempts to integrate the migrant community

into itself. But isn’t it unfair to deny the healthcare 

Photograph by Mohammad Shamim
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facilities to these migrants, to those who are working hard to contribute towards the development of the

city, towards providing services to the capital city? 

Well, after being denied the basic healthcare facilities supplemented with no income for months due to the

lockdown, the migrants were convinced to move back to their own cities for both financial and moral

support. With the hasty and unplanned move to announce the nation-wide lockdown, the migrant workers

were left with no facilities to return to their hometowns. In the absence of any transport facility, they were

forced to cover the distance on foot for days, when they were caught and sent back to live in the so-called

‘shelter camps’. While the government’s move to provide them with accommodation in these temporary

shelters may seem as a form of help, the reality is that a lot of these migrants complained about the

unhygienic conditions they were forced to stay in. Many claimed that they were forced to live like ‘qaidis’,

meaning criminals. They even faced a shortage of food supplies and had no access to clean drinking water. 

However, the harsh ways in which the capital city is treating these migrants does not end here. The way

the Delhi government treated international students stuck abroad is very different to the way the treatment

was meted out to the migrants during the Covid-19 lockdown period. The Ministry of External Affairs

prepared a full exit plan which included ‘special flights’ for all students stranded abroad. The Indian

government argued that these students were in an alien land and needed family support.  However, no such

thing was ever considered for the internal-migrants.  While the government failed to promote migrant

integration, the Indian actor Sonu Sood emerged as a hero, ensuring that more than thousands of migrants

reach their city safe and sound. For his efforts, he received the SDG Special Humanitarian Action Award

from the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). Delhi has in a way, failed to ensure migrant

integration during Covid-19 as the government policies were biased, ignoring the needs of the migrants to a

large extent. While the migrants feel a belonginess to Delhi and perceive Delhi as their own, it is sad that

Delhi failed to reciprocate that love and belongingness to the migrants.

Photograph by Utkarsha Ahirwar
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What is so fascinating about the Andaman and Nicobar Islands? Is it its splendid diversity of species or the

unknown facts about its aboriginals? The diversity of the species exposes us to a different kind of

ecosystem and environment whereas the lives and the traditions of its aboriginals surprise us immensely.

This awe-inspiring group of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands lies in the Bay of Bengal almost to the east

of the Indian mainland. These are a group of 572 near deserted-islands, islets (small islands) and rocks.

Roughly 24 out of the 300 Andaman Islands support human settlements while only 12 of the Nicobar

Islands are populated. 

The Andaman and Nicobar Command is interestingly, “India’s first and only joint tri-service command with

rotating Three-star commanders-in-chief from the Army, Navy and Air Force reporting directly to the

chairman of the Chiefs of the Staff Committee.” The Islands also have strategic as well as ecological

importance. This group of islands also has an impressive ecosystem. Not only are there the biggest crabs

and the largest turtles but also the most beautiful butterflies. The reason for such vibrant biodiversity is its

location i.e. these islands lie close to the equator because of which the climatic conditions make such

varied biodiversity possible. The climate of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands is tropical and warm. The

proximity to the sea and the abundant rainfall prevents it from extreme hot weather conditions and these

Islands experience both the North East and the South West monsoons. Natural vegetation in these islands

mainly consists of coastal and mangrove forests but their interior is full of evergreen and deciduous forests

which provide shelter to many animal and bird species endemic to these islands.

The list is undeniably exhausting yet worth pointing out. These islands are home to not only some of the

vital species like dolphins, hornbills and marine turtles but also dugong which is declared as globally

endangered. These islands are also home to some of the richest varieties of flora and fauna with 86% of the

Andaman & Nicobar Islands covered with tropical rain-forests. Out of the 2000 species of plants found 

Discussed in this article: 

The Sentinelese on the other hand, is considered as a very isolated tribe which
has appealed to a lot of people. They live on an island called North Sentinel
which is so small that people often consider it equal to Manhattan.

V I V I D  M E G A  D I V E R S I T Y  O F
A N D A M A N  A N D  N I C O B A R  I S L A N D S

BY  V I S H N U P R I Y A  P E D D A P A L L Y
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there, at least 1,300 are exclusive and not found in

mainland India. According to a publication of the

Zoological Survey of India titled “Faunal Diversity

of Biogeographic Zones: Islands of India,” Andaman

and Nicobar Islands are home to more than 10% of

India’s fauna species. 

Out of 62 mammal species recorded, 32 are

endemic to the Andaman & Nicobar Islands.

Common amongst these are the Andaman Wild pig,

Crab eating Macaque and Andaman masked palm

Civet.  The Mount Harriet National Park offers the

richest diversity of species of butterfly in the world

and the islands are home to some of the largest

butterflies globally.

When it comes to marine biodiversity, the diversity

is again something that surprises us as the islands

harbour more than 1200 species of fish, 1000

species of mollusks and many lower forms of life.

They also have India’s best nesting beaches for

three species of marine turtles – Hawksbill, Green

turtle and the world’s largest sea turtle, the

Leatherback.  Two areas in Andaman and Nicobar

Islands are also declared as Endemic bird areas in

the world. When it comes to plants, one observes

that about 2,200 varieties of plants can be found on

the Islands.  One might ask at this point, what

about the aboriginals? Well, the islands are also

home to Negrito and Mongoloid tribes, which

include Great Andamanese, Onge, Sentinelese,

Jarawas, Shompen and Nicobarese. Excluding the

Nicobarese, the rest fall under the Particularly

Vulnerable Tribal Group (PVTG) category.

According to the 2011 census, “there are only 44

Great Andamanese, 380 Jarawa, 101 Onge, 229

Shompen, and 15 Sentinelese remaining”.

What are today called Andamanese were in fact,

originally 10 distinct tribes. These tribes included

the Bea, Khora, Jeru, Pucikwar and Bo.

Interestingly, these Great Andamanese were kept

captured by the British in the 1860s. They were

kept in the Andaman Home, where many of them

died due to factors such as disease and abuse. On

the other hand, the Onge population got reduced in

number substantially when the British colonists and 

Indian settlers came in contact with them. Jarawas,

like most of the other tribes, also sustained their

livelihoods mainly through hunting and gathering.

The Nicobarese are largely horticulturists. The

Sentinelese on the other hand, is considered as a

very isolated tribe which has appealed to a lot of

people. They live on an island called North Sentinel

which is so small that people often consider it equal

to Manhattan. In order to prevent any external

intervention, they are often found resisting contacts

with other people, especially outsiders. When the

need arrives, they may also attack all those who

come near to them. It is clear why many of these

tribes are not able to survive and thrive. Today,

they can maintain their existence and culture as

long as their lands and resources are secure. 

Considering the great variety that exists, one might

wonder if they are at threat. Well, the truth is that

they are. Among the 46 terrestrial mammalian

species found, three species have been categorized

as critically endangered. These are the Andaman

shrew, Jenkin’s shrew and Nicobar shrew. So far,

no species of these islands got extinct. The reason

could be a lack of external intervention into their

livelihoods. So far, their lands were not used for

building industries. The Government of India also

designated most of these forest areas as reserved

forests to protect and preserve them. 

However, in 2004, a massive tsunami hit these

islands which led to the destruction of many lives.

Around 2000 tribes got killed. According to a study

published in 'Botanica Marina', the event destroyed

as much as 97% of mangrove cover on Nicobar

Islands. So, in 2005, the Supreme Court introduced

guidelines to protect Andaman and Nicobar Islands’

unique ecosystem which came under threat because

of the Andaman trunk road. The tourism exposed

these tribes to many diseases too, evidence

indicated. The Ministry of Environment, Forest and

Climate Change’s report on the “Issue of Poaching

in The Andaman and Nicobar Islands” states that

the volume of poaching has considerably increased

over the years, in spite of the best efforts by the

administration to contain the menace. Poaching

and natural disasters have led to the reduction in
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the endemic species of these islands.  If one talks about the future, one can predict that their diversity is at

risk. A study conducted by ISRO predicts a loss in forest cover by 2025 – from about 6,416 km square in

2013 to 6,169 km square for the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. It is sad that despite the fact that many

laws and conventions exist such as the Wildlife Protection Act of 1972, the Convention on International

Trade in Endangered Species of wild flora and fauna (CITES), and the Environment Protection Act, we still

haven’t been able to protect our ecosystems. Why is that so? Although there are many reasons as discussed

above, a failure in proper implementation can be seen as a major one. How far are these laws implemented

in a stern manner is the question that stands because unless they are implemented in a full-fledged

manner, we cannot protect biodiversity.
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Copenhagen is the Danish capital city whose name

reflects its origin as a “place of commerce”. The city

is one of Europe’s oldest capitals with a special royal

touch. Despite being a major tourist spot, housing a

population of 7.94 lakh as of January 2020 and also

being a strong economic performer, it doesn’t

surprise us in being called the ‘Greenest Major City

in Europe’ as per the Green City Index. It is also

‘European Green Capital 2014’ according to the

European Commission. Here, it was important to

mention its economic strength because economic

growth decline often acts as an excuse for big cities

trying to reach the carbon-neutrality goals.

Copenhagen was also named as the ‘World’s

Healthiest City’ according to CNN in 2014. It also

received a recognition of the Most Liveable City in

2013 as well as 2014 according to 'Monocle'. Now, it

might compel readers to know how it is performing

currently. Well, in the present scenario, when cities

according to the UN Habitat consume 78% of the

world’s energy and produce more than 60% of

greenhouse emissions, Copenhagen is putting into

practice its vision to become the world’s first CO2-

neutral capital by 2025. 

Discussed in this article: 

The 2025 climate plan of Copenhagen is focusing on making reforms majorly
in four areas such as energy production, energy consumption, mobility and
city administration.

C O P E N H A G E N -  A  R A Y  O F  H O P E  T O W A R D S
E N V I R O N M E N T  P R O T E C T I O N

BY  S A U M Y A  S E N

Recording its progress over the course of 10 years

in removing the city’s 2 million tons of carbon

footprint even as it continues to turn up with

100,000 new residents and 20,000 jobs,

Copenhagen teaches a lesson to all the major

cities in the world how cities together can fight

global climate change. In the case of Copenhagen,

this has been possible due to its ambitious

implementable plans. Of course, if cities are

contributing to the vast share of global warming

gases, isn’t it their responsibility to undo the

damage that has been done by them? For, they

are both a threat to climate and a source of hope.

The successful experience of Copenhagen in

combating climate change provides an answer to

the question – ‘Can a city wipe out its greenhouse

gas emissions?’ Well, Copenhagen made major

progress, reducing its emissions to 21% from 2005

to 2011 and this was possible due to the combined

efforts of the inhabitants and the government.

“Copenhageners like the ambition, they like being

part of the idea of going green for the whole

city,” Copenhagen Lord Mayor Frank Jensen said

in an interview with 'Yale Environment 360'. 
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The mayor said that city residents are putting their

own money into the low-carbon drive, noting that half

of the turbines in the harbor wind farm, known as

Middelgrunden, were funded by individual Copenhagen

shareholders.

What does the future hold? The green and energy-

efficient plans of the city which are meant to be

implemented in the near future need appreciation. The

2025 climate plan of Copenhagen is focusing on

making reforms majorly in four areas such as energy

production, energy consumption, mobility and city

administration. Now, let us analyze in depth some of

these reforms in the aforesaid areas. 

The city is ambitious to have a carbon neutral district

heating system by 2025. Presently, the heat emitted

from heat and power stations that serve Copenhagen

is sent to the district heating system and hence, power

stations operate at 90% efficiency as compared to

40% efficiency in the case of conventional coal-fired

power plants. This is because this system utilizes the

waste heat in a very productive way instead of

releasing it in the atmosphere. Further, Copenhagen

delivers hot water and steam to radiators through a

network of pipes, minimizing the use of furnaces and

boilers for heating in households. Moreover, not only is

the district heating system sustainably maintained, but

even the cooling system is saved by pre-cooling. The

seawater also saves 15 percent of the electricity at the

site's absorption chillers. As per city estimates, the

district cooling reduces carbon emissions by nearly

70% and electricity consumption by 80%. 

The electricity production in Copenhagen is majorly

renewable as it is based on wind turbines, biomass,

solar and geothermal energy. 100 wind turbines

(onshore and offshore), 4 power plants on biomass and

98% district heating are intended to be built before

2025. Even the waste management is brilliantly

carried out by Copenhagen as the new high-tech waste

treatment center encompasses recycling of plastic

waste and bio-gasification of organic waste. Thus,

some of the main initiatives under energy consumption

include improvement in building structure,

dissemination of solar panels to reduce energy

consumption, etc. 

The streets of Copenhagen stand a clear marker of
greenery and efficiency. 

The stakeholders of Copenhagen have a dream

to make Copenhagen a smart City with open

data portal and Copenhagen connecting. The

plans for increasing transport mobility have

already been implemented and one can easily

witness the results that the city has achieved.

The city is on the verge of becoming the world's

best city for cyclists as it has a brilliant network

of cycle tracks which is especially busy during

peak times with three lanes and cycle

superhighways. 

Currently, there is only a single bike

superhighway in the city but two more are under

construction with a total of 26 planned as

declared by Bo Normander, Copenhagen City

Council member. Cars run on electricity,

hydrogen and biofuels with demonstration

projects of electric charging points and hydrogen

filling stations. Wider use of public transport is

ensured along with intelligent traffic

management which can improve the traffic flow. 
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Some of the major goals of Copenhagen are – to make most of its trips on foot, by bike or public transport,

to make citizens cover 50% of travel to school or work by bike, to make more of its passengers use public

transport and to make 30-40% of all heavy vehicles consume new fuels.

Copenhagen's ambitious goal to become the world's best city for cyclists. 

Certain other initiatives have been planned for the future including construction of new buildings with low

energy consumption, installation of solar panels in municipal buildings with energy-efficient street lighting.

It is also intended to reduce energy consumption in municipal buildings by 40% and in street lighting by

50%. About 60,000 sq meters solar panels are also proposed to be constructed. The ambitious yet realistic

goals set up by Copenhagen under climate plan 2025 might face some challenges as the city is welcoming

1000 new inhabitants every month which could lead to 20% increase in population by 2025. 

However, as it is rightly said, where there’s a will, there’s a way. Likewise, the road to Copenhagen 2025

climate plan can be successfully reached by strong political commitment in the City Council, financial

support to new initiatives, collaboration between stakeholders along with new partnership models. Other

important things are also needed such as coordination and communication. 

It genuinely fills one's soul with a ray of hope when one gets to know about cities like Copenhagen whose

inhabitants are aware and educated in real terms towards climate change even in such bleak times when

the whole world is running a mute race towards unsustainable development. The pace and innovation with

which Copenhagen is progressing corroborates its success in achieving Copenhagen’s 2025 climate plan.
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Wall Street, Times Square, Empire State Building

are only a few places from a plethora of illustrious

landmarks of the New York City which epitomizes

the United States of America. A city known as the

‘Big Apple’ is situated at the southern tip of the

state of New York. It has been described as the

cultural and media capital of the world while also

being an important centre for international

diplomacy. With the two largest stock exchanges –

NASDAQ and The New York Stock Exchange

situated here, it becomes the world's leading

financial centre and the most financially powerful

city. However, there was an era when all these

accomplishments were like Fairy Dust, the main

reason being the gruesome acts of violence,

extortion and drug abuse. From the beginning of

the 20th century, New York City was also

considered as the crime city of America. To be

accurate, it was like a real-life Gotham.

It all dates back to the time when the Prohibition

Era was surfacing its roots in the lives of everyday

Americans. It was an era when the whole nation

faced a constitutional ban on the production,

importation, transportation and sale of alcoholic

beverages. It lasted for 13 years, starting in 1920

and continuing till 1933. Many historians argue

that the Prohibition era majorly contributed to the

rise in organized crime and most importantly,

helped the American Mafia establish its holds on

the southern tip of the state of New York. Before

Prohibition, the mafia organisation restricted their

operations to gambling, prostitution and theft but 

when bootlegging (an illegal business of

transporting liquor where such transportation is

forbidden by law) spurted as the new futuristic

endeavour, the mob cashed in with all their power

and connection. 

It led to a sudden inflow of cash and power which

benefited the Cosa Nostra and helped them gain

political momentum. With all the wealth and

power, two factions emerged as mafia competitors

in the Big Apple –the Masseria and the Maranzano.

The presence of two factions resulted in the rise of

shootouts and gang wars. Places like Little Italy,

The Bronx and Harlem witnessed the most violent

incidents of gun violence in the history of America.

To emerge as the “supreme family” (a term used to

denote a criminal faction in the Mafia), Salvatore

Maranzono devised a plan to assassinate Masseria

with the help of his top soldier Charles "Lucky"

Luciano. Salvatore then became the most powerful

mafia boss in the country who also divided the city

into five crime families (which later became

infamous as ‘The Five Families’) and called himself

the boss of bosses. However, later he was

assassinated by the very same Lucky Luciano who

helped him gain precedence in New York. To keep

up with the office hours, these families employed

young Italian-Americans as mere soldiers who

called themselves Wiseguys to exaggerate violence

on the streets. Many historians and critics have

called this era as one of the darkest phases of New

York city which were in a dire need for a Cape 

Discussed in this article: 

Countries like India where organized crime is witnessing its second wave
can scrutinise how New York reformed itself and fought big caporegime
and crime bosses of the underworld.

N E W  Y O R K :  F R O M  W I S E G U Y S  T O
N I C E G U Y S

BY  K A R T I K E Y  B A L I
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RICO laws helped the government convict high-

rank mob bosses who cut loose in the past from

prosecution. Some mafias opted to be government

informants to delay long-term prison sentences and

testify against fellow mobsters. Membership in the

organisation also declined as the major Italian-

American went under sublime demographic changes

and became more culturally diverse. 

These political as well as judicial involvements

helped the city of New York decamp from a

neighbourhood of constant terror and bloodshed.

After the decade of 1990s, the cases against violent

crimes substantially dropped to 56%. In 2019, there

were only 311 murders committed in New York. The

Mob and the infamous five families are still around

but work without any flashy display of violence. 

The crime tale of the New York City reflects the

gloomy lives of the bourgeois race who in chasing

the American Dream failed to remember the

distinction between humans and animals. Countries

like India where organized crime is witnessing its

second wave can scrutinise how New York reformed

itself and fought big caporegime and crime bosses

of the underworld.

Crusader. The inceptive ray of light came in the

1950s when the police in small upstate New York

town of Apalachin raided a gathering of 60 mafia

bosses from all around the country. Before this raid,

the government displayed very reluctant notions

about the existence of these organisations but this

raid changed the further dynamics of the FBI as

well as the ruling government. 

To infiltrate the mob, law-enforcement bodies

commenced the electronic spying programme led by

the FBI Director, J. Edgar Hoover. But the major

development came through when the convicted New

York mobster Joseph Valachi became the first

mobster to break the Sicilian code of silence "The

Omerta". He became the government informant

who helped the government get inside the

impervious walls of the American Mafia.

In the 1970s, the RICO (Racketeer Influenced and

Corrupt Organizations) Act emerged as the last nail

in the coffin. This act provided authority to the

government to "attack criminal enterprises on a

broad front, stripping them of their leadership and

sources of both illicit and legitimate revenue in one

massive prosecution."
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One of the most mesmerising cities called

Manila, famously known as the “Pearl of the

Orient” because of its aesthetic location and

beautiful golden sunset viewed from the shores

of Manila Bay is ironically, also a city which

gives a broken-hearted and gloomy view of

people living on the streets without a roof on top

of their heads – the condition called

homelessness. The term homelessness comes

from the intersection of social and economic

aspects of life which include inadequate housing

facilities, inadequate income of the family, lack

of social support and care, and lastly, limited

opportunities for growth and justice. Cushing

Dolbeare, a leading expert on federal housing

policy wrote that “Homelessness may not be

only a housing problem, but it is always a

housing problem; housing is necessary, although

sometimes not sufficient, to solve the problem of

homelessness.” In a book called 'Homelessness

in America', Jim Baumohl argues that although

other social and economic factors are responsible

for homelessness, a lack of housing is the central

and the most significant reason. Poverty and

homelessness are linked so closely that it is

almost impossible to disintegrate them. People

who are poor are unable to pay for necessities

such as a proper house, healthcare facilities,

sanitation, and education to ensure a better life.

Discussed in this article: 

Those who are able to escape domestic abuse, exploitation and sexual
violence end up leaving their houses. These victims often have to choose
between homelessness and abusive relationships.

M A N I L A :  B E A U T I F U L  I N  N A T U R E ,
H A R S H  O N  S T R E E T S

BY  M U S K A N  M O H A N

Photograph by Muskan Mohan
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were consecutively low, even below the poverty

line, supplemented by the loss of employment

happening at such a large scale. Afraid that the

pandemic would collapse the healthcare system,

President Rodrigo Duterte declared a one-month

quarantine in Manila which aggravated the struggle

of survival for the homeless population. 

Another cause of homelessness is the prevalence of

domestic violence experienced by children and

women. Out of the 3.1 million people who are

homeless, some say that the proportion of homeless

children is 250,000 while other sources report it as

1 million. Those who are able to escape domestic

abuse, exploitation and sexual violence end up

leaving their houses i.e. giving up their roofs only to

struggle to find a proper shelter. These victims

often have to choose between homelessness and

abusive relationships. Homeless children are the

most vulnerable in the city. In order to survive the

harsh conditions that fall upon them, some enter

into criminal activities while all those who are

barely surviving on the streets are viewed through

the criminal lens and so treated harshly by the

police. 

With a total homeless population of 4.5 million in

the Philippines, alone 3 million homeless people

reside in the capital city Manila, the highest in any

city in the world. It is contradictory that although

the country is one of the fastest growing economies

of Southeast Asia, it is facing homelessness as a

problem which is often seen as an indicator of a

slow and poor economy. The reasons for such a

high level of homelessness are varied. One is

poverty, as although the city has experienced a low

unemployment rate for a long time now, the wages

are below the country’s poverty line. So, although a

large number of people are employed in the city,

the low wages that they receive results in low

income and in turn, low purchasing power which

makes it very difficult for most families to buy a

house or pay rents.

During the earlier months of 2020, when Covid-19

cases were very few in number, the unemployment

rate was as low as 5.3%. However, when Covid-19

cases surged, the Philippines experienced the

highest unemployment level of 17.7% in April.

Imagining the seriousness of the situation may

make some people shiver as the employment wages 

Beautiful in Nature, Harsh on Streets

"Those who are able to escape domestic
abuse, exploitation and sexual violence
end up leaving their houses i.e. giving up
their roofs only to struggle to find a
proper shelter. These victims often have
to choose between homelessness and
abusive relationships."

Some even start taking drugs or enter into drug

businesses. There is no doubt in the fact that child

labour is often correlated to poverty and

homelessness and, in the case of Manila, this

stands very true. Majority of the time, in order to

improve their family conditions, children below the

legal age tend to work in hazardous places or enter

into illegal work. However, apart from these social

and economic factors, one environmental factor

resulting in loss of home is natural disasters. 
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Manila which is surrounded by Manila Bay, is prone to disasters like typhoons, earthquakes and volcanic

eruptions. The government, NGOs and religious institutions realizing the seriousness of the problem caused

by homelessness are ready to tackle it. In July 2019, the Philippines government introduced a program

called the ‘Modified Conditional Cash Transfer for Homeless Street Families’ which targeted the homeless

families having children below the age of 14 years. The program assisted the targeted families with overall

assistance that included educational, institutional, healthcare and most importantly, housing funds.

Another initiative which provides assistance to the homeless in Manila was ASMAE Philippines, an

organization started by Sister Emmanuelle, after she was touched by the sorrowful situation of the

Philippines children during her first visit to the Philippines. Through this organization, these children were

made aware of the importance of education, hygiene and were even provided with school support.

Moreover, the program greatly focused on spreading awareness about one’s rights and responsibilities.

Today, it is joyful to see that these efforts have made it possible for these victims of circumstance to

complete their education and earn money in order to have a good lifestyle or to be united with their family

once and for all. During the pandemic, even after the implementation of strict lockdown, many individuals

and families who could relate to the hardships of the homeless did extraordinary work to provide free

shelter either in their homes or in their shops. Free food and other things of basic utility were also

administered.   

However, as mentioned earlier, homelessness is not just a lack of shelter. Instead, it is complex in nature.

One can hope that with the coming years, their numbers will dwindle and soon with pure and genuine

efforts of individuals and organizations, Manila will no longer be associated with homelessness.
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Hyderabad – the capital of Telangana is popularly

known as the city of Nizams as well as the city of

pearls. It is famous for its magnificent monuments

and cultures, as the awe-striking architecture of its

monuments has made everybody fall in love with

Hyderabad. One can witness plenty of world class

architectures in this city starting from the Islamic

architecture to Gothic architecture. A grand

example of Nizami architecture (Indo-Arabian

architecture) is the Chowmahalla Palace which is

situated close to Charminar. Qutub Shahi tombs are

a blend of Hindu, Persian and Pathan architectural

styles and Falaknuma palace is an ideal blend of

the Italian and Tudor architecture. 

As far as the culture and heritage of Hyderabad is

concerned, there are many art centers in

Hyderabad which display the splendid heritage of

dance and music of the city. The major dance forms

in Hyderabad are Kathak, followed by Kuchipudi,

Bharatanatyam and Odissi. The traditional music

forms of the city are Hindustani Classical Music

and Carnatic Classical Music. The Haleem prepared

in this city during Ramzan also got a Geographical

Indication (GI) tag in the year 2010. Moreover, this

city is also famous for its Hyderabadi biryani. The

Buddha Hussain Sagar Lake is one of the beautiful

landmarks of the city. Hyderabad also houses the

most significant film industry in the world i.e. the

Telugu Film Industry, popularly known as

Tollywood. Spread across 2000 acres, Ramoji film

industry is the largest integrated film city in

Telangana and the most massive studio complex in

the world in terms of architecture. In fact, it also

holds a Guinness World Record for the same.

Discussed in this article: 

Hyderabad is also home to a bustling multicultural society as it hosts a variety
of languages and cultures. The most spoken language is Telugu and Urdu, and
people from various parts of the country have made the city their home.

H Y D E R A B A D : B E S T  C I T Y  T O  L I V E  &
W O R K  I N  I N D I A

BY  V I S H N U P R I Y A  P E D D A P A L L Y

Hyderabad is also home to a bustling multicultural

society as it hosts a variety of languages and

cultures. The most spoken language is Telugu and

Urdu, and people from various parts of the country

have made the city their home, such as Gujaratis,

Sikhs, Bengalis, Maharashtrians, Tamils,

Kannadigas and Coastal Andraites. It is also home

to many religions including Hinduism and Islam.

According to 2011 Census, Hindu population is 4.5

million, followed by 2.1 million of Muslim

population. The Christians in Hyderabad are

192,660 in number while the Sikhs are 17,303 and

the Jains are 20,480. There are also about 2,451

Buddhists.
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In a survey conducted by Holidify, it was stated

that “the capital of Telangana, Hyderabad

emerged as the best city to live and work in

India for 2020”.

The city was also recognized as the World’s

Most Dynamic City in the JLL City Momentum

Index 2020. The survey also mentioned that

Hyderabad, a densely populated metropolitan

city with people bustling in and out of cafes,

offices, temples is fast turning into the New

York City of South India. 

One must ask, what has made Hyderabad

achieve this position? The answer is that the

city is a major growing IT hub of India after

Bangalore. In a short while, the city has come to

be seen as a “technology and financial centre. 

 It has registered 17.93% growth in IT exports

for the year 2019-2020 over the previous year’s

growth (2018-2019)”. This is more than double

the national average 8.09%. The Hyderabad city

is a model for I.T. Industry is called ‘Cyber

City’. The Software Technology Park of India

(STPI) located in the city is helping the IT

industry grow. Further, the Hitech City located

at Madhapur is a modern I.T. Amazon India has

also opened the largest company owned campus

in Hyderabad which is the only one existing

outside the US.

What has made Hyderabad attractive for the IT

industry? The IT industry has expanded rapidly

because of the incentives given by the

Telangana government through the state's

industrial policy. For instance, it provides

support for land allocations. Moreover,

establishing a single office ensures continuous

power and water supply as well as access to a

rich talent pool. There are also additional

incentives available for mega projects, start-up

companies, IT product or R&D companies,

companies offering engineering services, women

entrepreneurs, and corporate social

responsibility. Thus, we can draw an inference

from the above statistics that the growth in the 

IT industry is the main reason for this achievement.

Increase in the number of companies have created a

demand for more employees which has increased the

employment level and has made Hyderabad one of the

best cities to work in India. 

However, let's take an in-depth approach towards

understanding whether it is actually the best city to

live in India or not. Even though a city may give a lot

of employment opportunities, professionals and

people look for a city which has affordable

accommodation with minimum rent and food prices.

Hyderabad is one of those cities. It was also ranked as

the best city in the country for the fifth year in a row

in Mercer’s Quality of Living survey in 2019.

Moreover, Hyderabad is considered as one of the least

expensive cities of India, especially in terms of

accommodation. Easy and affordable rooms, flats and

food made the city a best city to live with a good

standard of living. 

However, nothing comes free of cost. The

development in the city has led to the expansion of

the city which has encroached the floodplains and

wetlands. The city is now bearing the cost of the

unplanned urban development. In the month of

October, the city was hit by massive floods, which

affected thousands of lives and transport and

communication systems. In the summer, it faces a

water crisis and many other civic issues. Development

is necessary for the state’s economy as well as to

increase the standard of living of the people, but it

should be in a sustained manner. The government

officials should tackle the unplanned urbanization and

make a comprehensive and inclusive strategy for

better and well-planned development along with

maintaining the ecological balance of the city.
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Mysuru, originally called Mysore, is a city situated in South-central Karnataka state, southern India. It lies

“northwest of Chamundi Hills and midway between Kaveri and Kabani rivers on the undulating deccan

plateau at an elevation of 2,525 feet”. The site was also mentioned in the epic Mahabharata as

Mahishmati. It’s believed that the word ‘mysuru' originated from the word 'Mahishapura' which later

became mahisuru, meaning the abode of Mahishasura (buffalo-demon). Mysuru attains laurels in many

areas and is famous for so many things. The city is known by many nicknames such as the sandalwood city,

the city of palaces, Ashtanga city as wonderful yoga teachers reside there, etc. It is also recognized as the

greenest and cleanest city of India as it secured first position in the first Swachh Survekshan organized by

the Ministry of Urban Development in 2015-16. Not only in these years, but it achieved the same tag in

2014 as well. Mysuru’s consistent victory over pollution compels us to think of the reasons which has made

it possible. 

However, before answering these questions, let us understand more about this wonderful city. Well, Mysuru

is a place of awe, known for its sightseeing and rich heritage which entice a number of tourists. This often

results in a large number of tourists coming to Mysuru. It recorded, for instance, over 3.8 million tourists in

2017 and 2018. The ten-day long Mysuru Dasara festival, known as “Nadahabba'' or state-festival of

Karnataka, during which the whole city is ornamented with lights, is the most awaited festival of the

residents. Thousands of people throng Mysuru from all over the globe every year to witness a number of

events like Jamboo Savari, music concerts, youth Dasara, Dasara flower show, torch parade, vintage car

rally, traditional games competition, kite festival, pet show, ornamental fish show and many more. As an

answer to the question, ‘what is so special about Mysuru?’, it is the city's structure and management

policies which make it so special and allow it to earn the title of one of the cleanest cities of India for

several years. In a country like India where tourism hotspots are known for legendary squalidity, in what

ways is Mysuru even being a major tourist attraction?

Discussed in this article: 

People might be surprised to know Mysuru was already aware about the
cleanliness even before the Swachh Bharat Mission. This is evident from the
presence of initiatives such as ‘Let’s Do it Mysore’. 

M Y S U R U :  N U M E R O  U N O  I N  
C L E A N L I N E S S S

BY  S A U M Y A  S E N
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The tale of clean and green management of the

city goes back to the time of the Maharajas of

Mysuru who established an urban planning body

(City Improvement Trust Board) before

Independence. During the British Raj in India,

Mysuru was a princely state ruled by the Wodeyar

dynasty but despite this, the ruler of Mysore – Sri

Jaya Chamaraja Wadiyar, was a “democrat at

heart” and this is clear from his progressive

policies. India's current Vice President M.

Venkaiah Naidu recalled the ruler Wadiyar as an

able administrator, who had built a strong, self-

reliant and progressive state in pre-Independence

India. Some of his policies included broadening

and tree-lining of roads, supply of piped drinking

water, planning of residential layouts and

infrastructure for sewage treatment. All houses

were linked to an underground drainage system

before independence itself. Moreover, Mysuru was

the first major princely state to accept the

'Instrument of Accession' and yet, the process of

transition was so smooth that the vision and

legacy of the Maharaja towards proper

infrastructure and cleanliness was carried forward

by local authorities even after the Independence. 

Nevertheless, one major factor which provided

them with success was the thought of having a

Public-private partnership (PPP) model in Mysuru

City Corporation (MCC). This was done to ensure

adoption of innovative practices in waste

management and construction of several toilets

across the city with CSR funds. A spectacular and

crucial step of refusing clearance to any new

layout plan without the underground drainage

facility, helped Mysuru quickly become defection-

free. 

It is true that the government and institutes have

immensely contributed towards building

complexes assisted by renewable and sustainable

technology, with buildings having urinals and a

roof top solar system and sensor-based taps to

ensure minimal water wastage. However,

technology alone is futile without public

participation.

Religious institutions as well as students of eco-

clubs held mass movements and cleanliness drives

to make people aware of the issue. Thus, people

might be surprised to know that Mysore was

already aware about cleanliness even before the

Swachh Bharat Mission. This is evident from the

presence of initiatives such as ‘Let’s Do it Mysore’,

which is an organization founded by a group of

citizens in order to supplement the efforts of civic

workers. Hence, it is clear that it’s not only the

authorities and the government responsible for the

hospitable condition of Mysuru, but also the efforts

of the residents towards making their city clean and

green.  

Mysuru generates approximately 400-450 tons of

solid waste a day. In order to collect this garbage,

around 2500 civic workers along with a cavalcade

of vehicles like auto tippers, compactors, tractors

and trucks are engaged in 65 wards. Not only this,

in order to properly track the vehicles so that

contractors can’t dump the waste wherever they

want and to fix the predetermined route for each

vehicle, GPS-based technology along with a new

software developed exclusively by an IT company,

are used. 

However, unfortunately, despite its sustained

efforts, Mysuru is not able to secure first position in

cleanliness since 2017. After the announcement of

the results of Swachh Survekshan 2019, Mayor

Pushpalatha Jaganath congratulated authorities and

residents of Mysuru for having secured the third

position in cleanliness. Nevertheless, she stated

that more attention would be paid to cleanliness in

the coming days. She also acknowledged the flaws

they made in 2019 which resulted in a low score in

community partnership and documentation.

However, the city still managed to secure ODF plus

in open Defecation free survey and five stars in

Garbage-free city survey. The reason cited for the

failure of Mysuru to secure the first position was

the presence of huge garbage piled up at the sewage

farm. The mayor ordered MCC to get that garbage

removed immediately and ensured that no such

mistakes were to be repeated in the future.
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Undeniably, these efforts indicate that Mysuru would soon regain its lost position in the coming years by

working on a few discrepancies. But the recent news of civic workers going on strikes amidst the pandemic

which has led to the disruption of solid waste collection and disposal can become the last straw.  In the

present scenario when the civic workers are working not only as pourakarmikas but also as Covid-19

warriors, it is disappointing on the part of authorities who haven’t met the demands of pourakarmikas

(who have been protesting for two years for direct transfer of salaries to their accounts).Mysuru needs to

rebuild its loopholes in order to be the best again, but the journey shouldn’t stop at being ranked number

one in India but must also continue to become number one in the world, so that it competes with cities like

Singapore which have secured a global recognition for their cleanliness.
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NOT A HEART OF
DARKNESS

B Y  H I M A N G I  S H E K H A W A T

My father has one stamp

On his new passport

From his trip to Addis Ababa.

My father feared for his safety

For the first time

In Addis Ababa.

My father first realized

That women have strong bodies

In Addis Ababa.
I laughed when he said it—

He had to travel across oceans

To feel unsafe.

He said the women

Picked up machines and furniture

Like it was nothing.

He was afraid—

Said they could pick me up

And throw me around (with ease).

My father was saved

From being mugged on the streets

By women in Addis Ababa.

My father saw

A factory run entirely

By women in Addis Ababa.

My father felt fear

And felt safe—                                                                                       (f i r s t)

By the women of Addis Ababa.

 P O E T R Y
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SEOUL

B Y  D E V I K A  H A R I D A S

Sweet boy with the rainbow hair,

Where do you run so fast to?

You are a hearty paradise,

Of the million hearts that follow you.

Your lights are blinding like your eyes,

Your voice, so beautiful, so new.

Sweet boy with the misty eyes,

You teach love to belong to.

There are people I have left behind,

There are red stains on my nails.

There are a million blind eyes of mine,

I have left behind what I love and hate.

There's a place where Han smiles the

brightest,

A place where I stop to breathe.

A place I leave my glimmering lights

and fights alike,

For another day, to sleep.

Old souls sit on its edges,

Some girls of seventeen are there to play.

They sing my colours, one by one,

Seoul, Seoul they say.

 P O E T R Y

From the metropolis of South Korea....
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WHAT THE NEWS DOESN'T TELL YOU
ABOUT DILLI

There are no stars in the sky,

But there is often thunder.

The smog will eat you alive,

But it will let you breathe for now.

Empty streets on chilly nights

Will stay with you forever.

The metro goes everywhere,

Go with it, far and wide.

There is space to exist, everywhere.

Exist, you must all over.

If you get lost in a park enough times,

You will find your way out, however.

The city is hollow underground.

It will collapse onto itself someday. Wait for it.

There are 11 million people in the city,

Be prepared to feel alone.

 P O E T R Y

Public transportation is good for dreaming

and overhearing. Indulge.

Buy a pair of durable shoes.

Walk everywhere.

There is old, red brick all over the city,

Climb onto it and rest for an afternoon.

You will find flowers and kindness

in the most unexpected places.

May showers heal you, 

And December showers help you grow.

Days will melt into days.

You will miss it.

You can buy anything, 

it will never be enough.

But you can be anyone.

It will always be enough.

From the unknown corners of Delhi...

B Y  H I M A N G I  S H E K H A W A T
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WHEELS AND MAZES

I am walking on the rails

Bent back and barefoot

Pale white skin on worn-out hands

Old fires fluttering on my robes

White hair pregnant with Sakura

An old spring of pastel pink LEDs

A Mirai metropolis of labyrinthine

mazes

Where I run a giant wheel

And squirrels run

Thousands of squirrels run

They fly planes underground

and drive cars on hydrogen

Together but not together, They

Run and jump, some

Step on some, Some

starve for warmth, some

die young.

 P O E T R Y

From Japan's Capital, Tokyo...
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IOWA CITY

A reunion, 

a homecoming

A 10-month overdue reconciliation

Of stranger-friends.

 P O E T R Y

A two-week study

into foreign sunsets

A sea of photographs.

A touch, fleet-

ing realities

A palpable, hair-on-edge

undertaking. 

Tongues

clashing, contradicting, homogenising-

No more arms, just hands.

You’s & Me’s, Us’ and Them’s,

We, We, We, We.

B Y  H I M A N G I  S H E K H A W A T
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GODS ARE
STARGAZING

Far away

In the uppermost aisle, A Ganesha

locates the Southern Cross,

for Jesus, as he sits,

And teaches the young girl, to

string Jasmine flowers for her hair,

while she listens,

to the chatter of fisherwoman

separating Mackerels;

Their dead words of the sea,

And the whispers of the waves, fly

towards the violet and red hues

of the Twilight sky,

and perch,

like weeds on the rusty remains

of the city where India sleeps.

 P O E T R Y

B Y  D E V I K A  H A R I D A S

From the port city Kochi...
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Chinese Fishing Nets, Kochi
Photograph by  Babu Thaliath

Guest Submission, Photography



from the corners of cities...

Photograph by  Bhumika Sharma, Jammu & Kashmir

"Childhood is a phase of
resiliency and that spent in
Jammu & Kashmir, is even
more so."



"Monuments are more than
architectural exhibits
constructed and contained
in a defined place.; their
tales surpass all boundaries
and become adapted to
create literary legacies."

Photograph by  Utkarsha Ahirwar, Delhi



Photograph by  Lehar Tanwani, Delhi

Photograph by  Lehar Tanwani, Dharamshala

"Poverty and old age are
the worst human
parasites; when they hit
you, they hit you hard."



Photograph by  Utkarsha Ahirwar, Goa

Photograph by  Utkarsha Ahirwar, Khandwa 

"Sometimes, the only
relief you get is through
scenic beauty and, cities
provide you that." 
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